
Chino 
Angles

EDITORIAL PHOTOGRAPER

Since 2019



services 
Fashion Campaigns

Brand Photoshoot

Beauty Photoshoot

Creative Photoshoot

Graduation Photoshoot

Couples Photoshoot

Maternity Photoshoot

Family Portraits

Event Photography

ETC.



The Origin
package -
$250
Great for corporate and business headshots,
small product/ brand photography, birthday
photoshoot, quick content photoshoot, and
personal photography.
- 1 Outfit. 
- In Studio. 
- 30 minutes
- Online private gallery to view and select
your images for editing.
- 6 Digital Images FULL RESOLUTION and
EDITED. 
- Digital images will be delivered via Google
Drive. 



the
ideal
package
$450

Great for fashion editorial shoots, personal pictures, single
maternity pictures, and birthday shoots
- Up to 2 looks. 
- In Studio.
- Online private gallery to view and select your images. 
- 10 DIGITAL Images Full RESOLUTION and EDITED.
- Digital images will be delivered via Google Drive. 



the
quintessential

package
$700

Great for fashion editorial shoots/campaigns, and
beautiful single maternity shoots.

- up to 4 Outfits. 
- In Studio.

- Online private gallery to view and select your
images.

- 15 DIGITAL edited images. 
- Retouched, Full RESOLUTION, and EDITED. 

- Digital images will be delivered via Google Drive. 



The Angles perspective

beautygraduation maternity

lifestyle brand



Chino Angles Photography will be taking inquiries by Email or Inquiry
through the Chino Angles Photography website.
To secure your session, a 50% non-refundable retainer fee is required, the
other 50% will be paid on the shoot date.
All payments will be taken via Apple Pay and/or Zelle.
Clients will be given a 15-minute grace period for lateness (with notice)
after 15 minutes; It will be a $50 charge and the photographer has the
right to leave the shoot, and the retainer is forfeited. Last-minute (48 hours
before) rescheduling will result in a cost of $100 on top of the remaining
balance.
Image proofs will be sent to clients in a private online gallery for edit
selection on the day of the shoot. 
Additional edits cost $20/image.
Unedited/ raw images are not provided.
Please note that the turnaround time for the final edited images will be 5-
10 business days unless otherwise.
Please read the Terms and Conditions before booking your shoot. 
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact Chino
Angles Photography.

Things you need to know before booking:
Policy



how 
to
contact
us?

info@chinoangles.com

EMAIL

832-887-5021

MOBILE

Houston, TX and Anywhere.

LOCATION

www.chinaongles.com

WEBSITE

https://www.chinoangles.com/

